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The First All-Ramen Documentary Hits Screens This Fall
Houston-Based Sushi Club Founder Dives Deep Into Ramen
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Creator/Director: Carl Rosa

Carl Rosa, founder of the nation's largest sushi-based organization, is finishing a full-length documentary on the
truth behind creating a serious bowl of ramen. Spilled – a Documentary about Real Ramen is a straightforward yet
entertaining glimpse into a universe that is seldom seen by the ordinary consumer. The odyssey to uncover the
true nature of ramen begins in the unlikely, cosmopolitan city of Houston, Texas. The journey weaves across the
United States gathering expert opinion from leading ramen experts...and then dives into the very heart of the
ramen phenomenon, the busy streets and steamy ramen shops of Japan. Spilled offers a direct, no-holds-barred
attitude that strips bare the secrets of the best bowls of ramen in the world.
The film is a combination of unrehearsed interviews with ramen experts and their unapologetic striving to create the
perfect bowl of ramen. Rosa conducts a series of brutally candid conversations with modern ramen masters –
including Tatsu Aikawa, Takuya Matsumoto, Tomo Takahashi, Ivan Orkin and many more. As the action moves
through the United States and eventually to Japan, the audience will gain a serious appreciation for the
immeasurable effort and dedication that makes a great bowl of ramen while learning the finer details that will lead to
a true understanding of the dish. The film doesn’t sugarcoat the process. Instead, it captures the brutally honest
opinions of the hardest working ramen chefs in the United States and beyond – from Houston to Austin, from New
York to Tokyo.
Latest Update: At the time of this press release, Spilled – a Documentary about Real Ramen is currently in post
production. The concept of the documentary was developed in October 2012 by Carl Rosa.
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